"Not a hotel, more than a private villa, it is a synthesis of the best of each experience."

Architectural Digest
Covecastles, an unabashedly modern complex, is the smallest of the deluxe group (of resorts on Anguilla) and offers the most privacy.

Conde Nast Traveler
“Be seduced by the secluded setting, dazzling half-mile beach, refined luxury and attention to detail.”

Frommer’s Caribbean Hideaways
"Voted most unique architecture in Caribbean"

Caribbean Travel and Life
"The starkly white two-story villas and beachhouses sit on a gorgeous deserted beach, their geometric facades sweeping back from the shore as if windblown and to the leeward, rising vertically with the angular precision of a space-age citadel."

Best Places To Stay In The Caribbean
“Offering privacy, luxury and great style, Covecastles’ accommodations have terra cotta tiled floors, raw silk/rattan furniture, ultra modern kitchens.”

Vogue
“The long stretch of beach is extraordinary and the surf is so gentle, the sound of the water lapping on the shore creates its own serenity. The overscale wicker furniture, raw-silk cushions, terra-cotta floors and shuttered doors of Brazilian walnut echo the languorous tropical setting.”

Architectural Digest
“Ceilings so high they seem churchly, raised living rooms that court the seascape from every corner, treating views as part of the decor.”

New York Magazine
“Covecastles, geometrical fantasy.”
Financial Times
“Covecastles...an otherworldliness...a beachfront brigadoon.”
Architectural Digest